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performance learnability observability
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“We will use microservices for the new system”
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“We will use the iText library to generate PDF files”
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“The Payment Service will be broken up into separate 
services, one for each payment type"
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scenario 1: update credit card processing separate: maintainability, testability, deployability
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Payment Service

Payment
Tables 

scenario 2: add a new payment type
scenario 1: update credit card processing separate: maintainability, testability, deployability

separate: extensibility

scenario 3: use multiple types for payment

Gift Card
Service

Gift Card 
Tables

PayPal
Service

PayPal
Tables

Credit Card
Service

Credit Card
Tables 

Reward Points
Service

Reward Points
Tables

separate: performance, data consistency

architecture vs. design



operational concerns 
(performance, data consistency)

maintenance concerns  
(extensibility)

architecture vs. design
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architecture vs. design

A CB D

architecture design

strategic tactical
high effort low effort
significant tradeoffs insignificant tradeoffs

“Messages will contain all necessary information the receiver 
needs in order to minimize calls to the database”



Architect and Developer 
Collaboration



where do you draw the line between 
architecture and design/development?
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“Developers should never take 
components designed by 
architects as the last word. 

Rather, the initial design should 
be viewed as a first draft, where 
implementation will reveal more 

details and refinements.”
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architecture characteristics

reliability

scalability

performance

availability



accessibility evolvability repeatability
accountability extensibility reproducibility

accuracy failure transparency resilience
adaptability fault-tolerance responsiveness

administrability fidelity reusability
affordability flexibility robustness

agility inspectability safety
auditability installability scalability
autonomy integrity seamlessness
availability interchangeability self-sustainability

compatibility interoperability serviceability
composability learnability supportability
configurability maintainability securability
correctness manageability simplicity
credibility mobility stability

customizability modifiability standards compliance
debugability modularity survivability
degradability operability sustainability

determinability orthogonality tailorability
demonstrability portability testability
dependability precision timeliness
deployability predictability traceability

discoverability process capabilities transparency
distributability producibility ubiquity

durability provability understandability
effectiveness recoverability upgradability

efficiency relevance usability
reliability

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_system_quality_attributes

architecture characteristics
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performance

testability deployability

agility
availability
fault tolerance

security
recoverability

scalability
modularity

interoperability

learnabilityextensibility

adaptability

software 
architect

architecture characteristics

portability



business 
stakeholder

user satisfaction

time to market

regulatory compliance

mergers and acquisitions 

competitive advantage
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business 
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fault tolerance

user satisfaction
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software 
architect

architecture characteristics

“How do I know which architecture 
characteristics I need for this system?”

“We are building a new stock trading system”

“We must support 20 to 200,000 concurrent customers”

“We are aggressively expanding our business”



“user satisfaction is above everything 
else - we must provide it or we will 
not survive”

architecture characteristics



“due to new regulatory requirements, 
it is imperative that we complete end-
of-day processing in time”

architecture characteristics



“we have a very tight timeframe and a 
very tight budget for this project”

architecture characteristics





feasibility

agility

elasticity

scalability
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architecture characteristics

“-ilities”requirements

tip #2: identify the top 3 most important characteristics in any order

!
! !



Make the Grade 
Your state (or country) would like a new system to support standardized testing for all public and private schools, grades 3-12.  

Requirements:  
• Students will use a new web-based (and backend) testing application to take the test from their school based on their assigned teacher. Questions 

are presented to the student, they submit the answer (true/false or multiple choice), and get the next question. The student answers and 
corresponding grade for each question (right or wrong) are eventually consolidated into a single test answer database representing all of the test 
scores for all students.  

• Administrative staff will use the system to create the test and corresponding answer keys, schedule the tests, and generate the sign-in roster from 
an existing external Student Information System (SIS). After the testing is complete, the admin staff will use the new system to generate student, 
teacher, school, and question validation reports.  

• Users: from 20 up to 120,000 concurrent students, 2 administrators (test creation, test scheduling, etc.) 

Additional info from the education department: 
“It is absolutely imperative that no student answers are lost in the event of a system crash.” 
“We need the new system before the start of the next term (6 months).” 
“It is vital that the test answers be protected from prying eyes.” 
“We need to make sure a student doesn’t take the test multiple times.” 
“Somehow we need to make sure a student doesn’t take a test for someone else.”



Make the Grade

Student 

(up to 120,000 at once)

Answer
Student 45, 1, B

Auto 
Graded

Student 45, 1, B, CORRECT

Next Question

Store Results

Get Question



Architecture Characteristics Worksheet

Driving Characteristics

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Top 3Candidate Architecture Characteristics

performance

testability

availability

fault tolerance

recoverability

scalability interoperability

concurrency

extensibility

adaptability

responsiveness

deployability

workflow

elasticity

configurability

abstraction

data integrity

Implicit Characteristics

security

feasibility (cost/time)

others:

Created by Mark Richards, DeveloperToArchitect.com

System/Project:
Date:Architect/Team:

Others Considered

• Identify no more than 7 driving characteristics.

• Pick the top 3 characteristics (in any order).

• Implicit characteristics can become driving 

characteristics if they are deemed structural concerns.

• Add additional characteristics identified that weren’t 

deemed as important as the list of 7 to the Others 
Considered list.

Instructions

maintainability

simplicity

data consistency

denotes characteristics that are related; some systems 
only need one of these, other systems may need both

a

b



Hands-on Exercise: Make The Grade 

Using the characteristics worksheet, identify no more than 7 driving 
characteristics for Make The Grade (including top 3). Make sure you justify 

your answers by tying them back to the business problem.



Component-Based 
Thinking



component-based thinking
architectural thinking is taking into account the 

components (building blocks) that make up a system

component

component

component

component

component
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app.inventory
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Component Analysis

Component Name        Root   Files      Statements    Percentage
ss.kb.maintenance              2           1701           14 
ss.kb.search                   3           2871            4
ss.ticket              *       8           7009           45
ss.ticket.assign               9           7845           14
ss.ticket.notify               2           1765            3 
ss.ticket.route                2           1468            4 
ss.supportcontract             5           4104           24  
ss.survey              *       3           2204            5 
ss.survey.templates            2           1672            7 

which is the component: ss.ticket or ss.ticket assignment?



ticket survey

support contract

knowledge 
base  

maintenance

survey templates

ticket assign

component-based thinking

knowledge  
base  

search

ticket  
notify

ticket  
route



ticket maintenance survey

support contract

knowledge 
base  

maintenance

ticket assign

component-based thinking

knowledge  
base  

search ticket  
notify

ticket  
route



Component Analysis

Component Name        Root   Files      Statements    Percentage
ss.kb.maintenance              2           1701           14 
ss.kb.search                   3           2871            4
ss.ticket.maintenance          8           7009           45
ss.ticket.assign               9           7845           14
ss.ticket.notify               2           1765            3 
ss.ticket.route                2           1468            4 
ss.supportcontract             5           4104           24  
ss.survey                      5           3876           12 



Architecture Kata

Identifying Major Components (Logical Architecture)

1. Identify major components (functional areas) in the kata

2. Identify workflow and communication between components 

3. Begin thinking about some of the kata design challenges 

4. Don’t get too bogged down in implementation!
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Classifying  
Architecture Styles



architecture classification

monolithic distributed

microservices 
architecture

service-based  
architecture

event-driven 
architecture

space-based 
architecture

service-oriented  
architecture

microkernel 
architecture

modular 
monolith

layered 
architecture



en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fallacies_of_distributed_computing
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microservice

module module

module module

module moduleX

1. the network is reliable
distributed architecture



component
local

module module

module module

service
consumer local in-memory call

Tlocal

TlocalTremote >

service
consumer

remote access call

Tremote
microservice

module module

module module

module module

2. latency is zero
distributed architecture
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microservice

module module

module module

module module

3. bandwidth is infinite
distributed architecture



X ?

good client

bad client

microservice

module module

module module

module module

4. the network is secure
distributed architecture



client

microservice

module module

module module

module module

5. topology doesn’t change
distributed architecture
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7. transport cost is zero
distributed architecture



client

microservice

module module

module module

module module

8. the network is homogeneous 
distributed architecture



en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fallacies_of_distributed_computing
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plug-in 
component

plug-in 
component

plug-in 
component

plug-in 
component

plug-in 
component

plug-in 
component

core 
system

(a.k.a. plug-in architecture pattern)
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event-driven architecture

I am advertising 
something I did  

(an event happened)
“I just placed an order”

I would like you to do something  
or I need information from you 

(command or query)
“apply payment for this order”
“give me the payment type”

vs.event-driven message-driven



event-driven architecture

topic or queue is owned by sender 
(Payment needs to know where to 

go to respond to the event)

topic or queue is owned by receiver 
(Order Placement needs to know where 
to go to send information to Payment)

vs.event-driven message-driven



event-driven architecture
vs.event-driven message-driven

contract (event payload) is owned 
and maintained by the sender

contract (message payload) is owned 
and maintained by the receiver



vs.

event-driven architecture
event-driven message-driven

channel is typically publish-
and-subscribe using topics, 
topic/fanout exchanges, or 

notification services

topic

channel is typically point-to-
point using queues, direct 
exchanges, or messaging 

services

queue
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event payload

should the event payload include all of the data 
necessary for processing, or only the keys?
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scalability and 
performance



event payload

contract management 
and versioningX



event payload

stamp coupling  
and bandwidthX



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coupling_(computer_programming)





stamp coupling and bandwidth

{   
 "$schema": "http://json-schema...",
 "properties": {
   "id": {"type": "string"},
   "name": {"type": "string"},
   "email": {"type": "string"},
   "sms": {"type": "number"},
   "addr1": {"type": "string"},
   "addr2": {"type": "string"},
   "addr3": {"type": "string"},
   "city": {"type": "string"},
   "state": {"type": "string"},
   "zipcode": {"type": "number"},
   ...
 },
}

customer profile
get profile (id=123)
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...

id
name
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name
email
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addr1
...

id

500kb

name
email
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addr1
...

id

500kb

200b

1,000,000kb/sec

2000/sec 

400kb/sec

500kb
2000/sec 

200b

stamp coupling and bandwidth
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event payload

no stamp coupling, bandwidth, 
or contract management issues



event payload
entire data payload key data payload

scalability and performance
stamp coupling and bandwidth

contract management and versioning
single system of record (data consistency

X
X
X
X
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Architecture Kata

Given the following logical architecture components, select an architecture style(s) and 
create a physical architecture



Architecture Kata

Creating an architecture
1. Select an architecture style(s) using the star-rating worksheet

2. Refine components and define services (if appropriate)

3. Define communication workflows, user interfaces, and data source(s)

4. Determine a solution for the difficult issues (data loss, elasticity, etc.)

 microkernel  microservices  service-based  event-driven  space-based layered monolith

5. Be sure to consider your architecture characteristics

6. Don’t hesitate to form hybrids between multiple architecture styles 



Created by Mark Richards, DeveloperToArchitect.com

Architecture Styles Worksheet

System/Project:
Date:Architect/Team:

Selected Architecture(s):



Summary





architecture characteristics worksheet
https://www.developertoarchitect.com/downloads/worksheets.html



architecture characteristics worksheet
https://www.developertoarchitect.com/downloads/worksheets.html



post-workshop activities
As you think about decisions you are making, consider where in the spectrum that 
decision is and whether you should involve others in the decision

Using the architecture characteristics worksheet, identify all of the critical and 
important characteristics for your system and validate them with a business 
stakeholder. Create a definition page for each, and how you would measure them. 

Identify all of the architectural components in your system and validate that they are 
well-defined and flatten if necessary. Identify the overall coupling level between 
components, and between critical components in the system.

Using the architecture styles worksheet and the identified architecture 
characteristics, validate that you are using the correct architecture style. Do this 
check periodically.
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Make the Grade 
Your state (or country) would like a new system to support standardized testing for all public and private schools, grades 3-12.  

Requirements:  
• Students will use a new web-based (and backend) testing application to take the test from their school based on their assigned teacher. Questions 

are presented to the student, they submit the answer (true/false or multiple choice), and get the next question. The student answers and 
corresponding grade for each question (right or wrong) are eventually consolidated into a single test answer database representing all of the test 
scores for all students.  

• Administrative staff will use the system to create the test and corresponding answer keys, schedule the tests, and generate the sign-in roster from 
an existing external Student Information System (SIS). After the testing is complete, the admin staff will use the new system to generate student, 
teacher, school, and question validation reports.  

• Users: from 20 up to 120,000 concurrent students, 2 administrators (test creation, test scheduling, etc.) 

Additional info from the education department: 
“It is absolutely imperative that no student answers are lost in the event of a system crash.” 
“We need the new system before the start of the next term (6 months).” 
“It is vital that the test answers be protected from prying eyes.” 
“We need to make sure a student doesn’t take the test multiple times.” 
“Somehow we need to make sure a student doesn’t take a test for someone else.”



Make the Grade

Student 

(up to 120,000 at once)

Answer
Student 45, 1, B

Auto 
Graded

Student 45, 1, B, CORRECT

Next Question

Store Results

Get Question



Architecture Characteristics Worksheet

Driving Characteristics

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Top 3Candidate Architecture Characteristics

performance

testability

availability

fault tolerance

recoverability

scalability interoperability

concurrency

extensibility

adaptability

responsiveness

deployability

workflow

elasticity

configurability

abstraction

data integrity

Implicit Characteristics

security

feasibility (cost/time)

others:

Created by Mark Richards, DeveloperToArchitect.com

System/Project:
Date:Architect/Team:

Others Considered

• Identify no more than 7 driving characteristics.

• Pick the top 3 characteristics (in any order).

• Implicit characteristics can become driving 

characteristics if they are deemed structural concerns.

• Add additional characteristics identified that weren’t 

deemed as important as the list of 7 to the Others 
Considered list.

Instructions

maintainability

simplicity

data consistency

denotes characteristics that are related; some systems 
only need one of these, other systems may need both

a

b



Hands-on Exercise: Make The Grade 

Using the characteristics worksheet, identify no more than 7 driving 
characteristics for Make The Grade (including top 3)



generates roster 
containing test id, 
teacher id, student 
ids and names, and  
date of test

Primary Components

Created by Mark Richards, DeveloperToArchitect.com

Auto  
Grading

create/
update test

schedule 
test

generate 
roster

student 

sign in

display 
question

submit 
answer

grade 
answer

complete 
test

generate 
reports

Test 
Maintenance

Test 
Scheduling

Roster 
Generator

Answer 
Capture

Test  
Taker

Student 
Information 

System

Test 
Repository

Answer 
Repository

Student  
Report

Teacher  
Report

School 
Report

Question 
Report

Student  
Sign-in

admin admin

Fraud  
Checker

validates student against roster 
and checks to see if student has 
already taken the test

uploads test 
and displays 
next question to 
student

compares answer against 
key and determines grade

student

load 

test

Test Taking Domain

Reporting 
Domain

Maintenance 
Domain



Hands-on Exercise: Make The Grade 

 simplicity

 testability

 evolvability

 maintainability

 fault-tolerance

 deployability

 performance 

 scalability
 elasticity

 abstraction

 interoperability

 cost

modular monolithlayered  microkernel microservices service-based  event-driven space-basedservice-oriented



Hands-on Exercise: Make The Grade 

Given all you’ve learned so far, what architectural style(s) would you use 
for Make the Grade and why?

modular 
monolith

microkernel 
architecture

microservices 
architecture

service-based  
architecture

event-driven 
architecture

space-based 
architecture

layered 
architecture

1. Consider the shape of the problem (what’s important or critical?)
2. Consider the important or critical architecture characteristics
3. Remember that some of the styles include characteristics from others
4. Be able to justify your decision
5. Don’t forget you can create hybrids from multiple architecture styles



post-workshop activities
As you think about decisions you are making, consider where in the spectrum that 
decision is and whether you should involve others in the decision

Using the architecture characteristics worksheet, identify all of the critical and 
important characteristics for your system and validate them with a business 
stakeholder. Create a definition page for each, and how you would measure them. 

Identify all of the architectural components in your system and validate that they are 
well-defined and flatten if necessary. Identify the overall coupling level between 
components, and between critical components in the system.

Using the architecture styles worksheet and the identified architecture 
characteristics, validate that you are using the correct architecture style. Do this 
check periodically.


